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Each kit includes replaceable red, blue and silver color accent fan covers. 

 

 

 

Vengeance Airflow is the memory cooling solution that’s custom engineered for Corsair Vengeance and Vengeance Pro Series DDR3 

memory. It snaps firmly in place, and the 60mm ball-bearing fan efficiently and quietly delivers cool air directly to your Vengeance 

memory modules. It’s an ideal accessory for your Vengeance memory, whether you want to get optimal overclocking results or you 

just want to help protect your investment. Recommended for increasing overclocking headroom on Vengeance modules 2133MHz 

and 2400MHz, required for 2666MHz and higher. 

Each Vengeance Airflow kit includes a set of modular color accent covers in red, blue and silver so you can match it to your memory, 

or to your system. 
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Feature Benefit 

 Large 60mm adjustable speed fan The large-diameter design incorporates a ball bearing to 
minimize vibration and quietly delivers 14.5 CFM at 3,500 RPM. 
The included cable attaches to a standard motherboard fan 
header for speed control. 

 Airflow-optimized housing The fan enclosure is designed to channel cool air across the top 
sides of the Vengeance modules while drawing hot air away 
from the socket area. 

 Asymmetric, interchangeable mounting brackets The clever mounting system accommodates multiple 
motherboard configurations. It helps ensure a firm fit while 
minimizing potential interference with GPUs or liquid CPU 
coolers. 

 Replaceable color accent covers Each kit includes red, blue and silver so you can match the fan 
enclosure color to your Vengeance memory or your system. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 Bearing Type: Ball bearing 

 Fan Diameter: 60mm 

 RPM: 3500/2500 (using included speed 
control cable) 

 Noise level: 21.0 dB(A) (25 dB(A) max) 

 Fan life: 80,000hrs/25 degr C 

 Warranty: 2 years 

 Voltage: 7-13.2V  
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Part Number / UPC CMYAF / 843591043397 

Product Dimensions 145mm x 65mmx x72mm 

Unboxed Product Weight 0.12kg 

Shipping Dimensions 204 x 55 x 190mm 

Shipping Weight 0.21kg 

Pallet Quantity n/a 

Master Pack Dimension 230 x 190 x 203mm 

Master Pack Quantity 5 

Master Pack Weight 1.37kg 

Harmonized Tariff Code 8543.70.9655 

Country of Origin Varies. Please refer to the invoice for Country of Origin information on this part. 

Warranty Limited Lifetime 

 


